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Covid-19 phase model 

Regardless of the V, U or L curve Covid-19  
can be understood in three phases

Immediate crisis

Recovery phase

New normal
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Recession is now imminent
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The recovery phase will be long and costly.  
BCG suggests 12-36 month. No one can  

afford to execute such a long phase  
as a short term sprint.



The usual play is  
to cut spending  

and focus on tactical  
sales activation
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Becoming short sighted will  
sacrifice your long term success.
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You should view a recession  
as a tough time, but also  

as the ultimate time to build brands  
and grow market share  

– Mark Ritson
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Balancing long-term  
brand building against short-term  
sales activations, will build your 
momentum as recovery picks up.
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Three simple marketing plays can help you win in recovery 

50:50, ESOV & Customer obsession
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Play #1  
Keep building your brand equity  

using the 50:50 rule
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Most brands cut the strategic 
branding investment, and focus on 

the tactical sales activations

However, data from the past recession shows that  
the most effective split between strategic branding  

and tactical sales activation is 50:50 during  
a recession (Peter Fields, IPA)
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A brand can’t defend against  
a crash – very little can – but  

it can put you in a better  
shape for the recovery  

– Ritson
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BrandZ™ Portfolios vs. the S&P and MSCI World Index 
Two BrandZ™ Portfolios of valuable brands consistently outperformed two leading stock market indexes, 

affirming that valuable brands deliver superior returns over time and regardless of market disruptions.

The BrandZ™ Top 10 Most Powerful  
Brands Portfolio

The BrandZ™ Strong  
Brands Portfolio S&P 500 MSCI World Index
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Tactical sales activation will reach 
potential customers now

Strategic branding will create  
potential customers in the future
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Brand is not less important  
in a recession. Dont sacrifice the future.
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Short-term activation 
makes much less sense,  

when either demand cannot be  
met or simply doesn’t exist  

– Peter Fields
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Overall funnel  

Branding 

Conversion

Messaging Media spend Targeting  

Emotional 

Rational 

60 %

40 %

Broad

Narrow

Remember:  
It is always about connecting 
the marketing funnel.
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Play #2  
Maintain (or even increase)  
your marketing investment
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We have a philosophy 
and a strategy. When times  
are tough, you build share 

– Former Procter & Gamble CEO A.G. Lafley
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Most brands cut the overall ad spend 
to reduce costs and increase short 

term profit margins

However, data from past recessions shows 
that brands who maintain or even increase 

their ad spend, will gain in avg 4,5% 
market share (IPA, Fields)
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Ordinarily it requires great investment and great 
difficulty to take 4.5% in a market… But 

recessions aren’t ordinary times. 
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How to increase your market share 

If you increase your share of voice (SOV) beyond 
your share of market (SOM), you will gain market 
share over time. The reason is that the 
relationship between SOV and SOM  
is one that seeks equilibrium over time (IPA).
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When your competition is reducing  
its spend, it will get cheaper to obtain  
SOV > SOM. What is also called excess  

share of voice (ESOV).
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In other words:  
Your competitors’ inclination to cut costs  

presents you with a chance to grow.
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Peter Field’s 2020 Analysis, via LinkedIn

Base: IPA cases covering 2008 recession
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Play #3:  
Be customer obsessed
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Price-cutting is never the best  
solution and can even lead to  
a competitive domino effect.
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Your best customers are very 
expensive to replace. Rather than risk 
losing them to the pressures of an 
economic downturn, focus on the 
unique value propositions that will 
increase their loyalty.

Customer Profile

Gains

Customer jobs

PainsGain creators

Products & services

Pain relievers

Value Proposition
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The best way to emphasise your value is often 
simply to get hyper-focused on your core 
competencies. The more specialised your offerings 
are, the harder you are to replace. Brands that 
utilise this play are better suited to withstand a 
recession because their customers are less likely 
to look elsewhere to fulfil their needs.
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There has been no reduction in  
advertising’s ability to connect with people, 

despite research showing the general 
deterioration in mood across many  

nations sampled 
– Orlando Wood, Linkedin B2B institute
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Certain advertising characteristics  
connect slightly better today:  
• Ads using established brand characters or campaign 

scenarios (fluent devices) 

• Ads showing human connection and ‘betweenness,’ 
and exhibiting self-awareness 

• Ads with a connection to place and community  

• Ads set in the past

Certain advertising characteristics connect slightly 
less well at this point in the crisis: 
• ‘hard sell’ ads, directly focusing on price  

and promotions 

• Ads focusing on things over people 

• Ads that are highly rhythmic  

• Ads reliant on on-screen words 

• Ads that are aggressive, competitive or focused on 
performance 

• Ads that indulge vanity 



Companies should embrace generosity  
of spirit, humor, humility and spontaneity  

in their communications and working 
practices; these are values that will connect 

with people in the current climate. 
– Orlando Wood, Linkedin B2B institute
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Summary
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The essence of strategy  
is choosing what not to do 

– Michael Porter

Plan for the long run 

Some companies will look to strategic marketing 
when shaping their recovery plans. And some will 
not. Some companies will be able to execute on the 
knowlege. And some will not.  
Some companies will make well informed choices 
based on the available knowledge and business 
realities. And some will not.  

Above all, use the guidance that makes  
sense to your business.
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Utilise the three recovery plays 
1. Keep investing in your brand 50:50 

2. Depend or even increase your SOV to gain marketshare 

3. Be customer obsessed and sharpen your  
customer value propositions
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Recovery is an opportunity to accelerate growth

Recovery base

1. Brand equity

2. ESOV

3. Customer obsession

time

growth
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About 
& Co. / North Alliance
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Established 2014 Best-in-class companies  
within communications,  
design and technology

Oslo, Stockholm, Skellefteå, 
Copenhagen, Kraków, 

and Los Angeles

~800 Top talent NOK ~1Bn Net revenue

Integrated offering Growth through  
customer orientation

Engagement model  
aligned with our clients’  

business goals
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Our capabilities 
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Business Consulting 

We help accelerate your top-line growth  
By uniting our backbone of creative thinking, human insight, 
and rapid prototyping with management consulting,  
we help companies shift gear and bring new business 
opportunities to life. 

• New revenue streams 
• Profitable position

Business Consulting

Brand Experiences

Digital Products  
and Platforms

Advertising and Communications

Data Driven Marketing



Brand Experiences 

Designing brand experiences with business impact 
NoA designs brand identities that enable strategic business 
transformation. Through graphic design, motion design or 
experience design, we help brands find a unified look and a 
voice that makes them more useful, helpful and beautiful to 
their users, and brings them closer to their vision of the future. 

• Brand insights/foresights  
• Design/brand strategy 
• Design concept 
• Brand identity 
• Brand experience
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Business Consulting

Brand Experiences

Digital Products  
and Platforms

Advertising and Communications

Data Driven Marketing
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Advertising and Communications 

Bringing brands fame, love and fortune 
NoA helps brands find their story. We create big concepts 
grounded in human insights, that help brands stand out,  
create demand and achieve growth. By finding a unified story,  
we encompass everything – from branded entertainment and 
earned media stunts, to real-time digital communication, 
social media content and advertising. 

• Communication analysis and strategy  
• Communication concept 
• Communication activities and creative distribution 
• Content strategy and ideation

Business Consulting

Brand Experiences

Digital Products  
and Platforms

Advertising and Communications

Data Driven Marketing
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Data Driven Marketing 

Bridging company capabilities and customer expectations 
Today, customers expect brands to know them and interact 
with them personally. To deliver on the new customer 
expectations, our clients must change how they operate their 
marketing. We help clients make the transition. 

• Marketing automation  
• Search and social 
• E-mail operations 
• Programmatic buying 
• Operating models and transformation

Business Consulting

Brand Experiences

Digital Products  
and Platforms

Advertising and Communications

Data Driven Marketing
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Digital Products and Platforms 

Building digital experiences from scratch 
NoA offers full-stack digital capabilities, helping our clients 
build digital products, services, platforms and ecosystems.  
We create the digital backbone of modern companies, 
enabling constant evolution and real customer experiences. 

• Experience/digital strategy  
• Digital products and services 
• Digital service platforms 
• Engagement and web optimization 
• Business prototyping

Business Consulting

Brand Experiences

Digital Products  
and Platforms

Advertising and Communications

Data Driven Marketing



We have every reason  
to be proud of our  

creative output



Creativity can make  
amazing things happen

Equalisters and the Fredrika  
Bremer Association

Amnesty Save the Children European Parliament
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Contact us for more info 

CEO 
Mikael Jørgensen 
Email: mikael@andco.dk 

LinkedIn 
Facebook

mailto:mikael@andco.dk
https://www.linkedin.com/company/&-co./
https://www.facebook.com/andcodk

